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1 INTRODUCTION

Far-field automatic speech recognition (ASR) is

challenging due to the existence of the interference

signal. Therefore, using speech separation methods

to pre-process the mixture signal in the front-end

plays an important role in improving ASR accuracy.

Multi-channel neural network-based speech sepa-

ration methods include time-domain [1] and time-

frequency (T-F) domain approaches [2, 3, 4]. Time-

domain approaches can be seen as a regression

problem, which aims to find a mapping between

the multi-channel mixture and the source signals.

These methods usually use a convolutional network

as the encoder to map mixture signals into high-

dimensional representations and then use a deep

neural network (DNN) to estimate masks for the

source signals from the representations. The masked

encoder representations are then recovered to the

waveforms using a decoder. On the other hand, the

most widely used technology for multi-channel neu-

ral network-based speech separation in T-F domain

is neural beamforming [2, 3, 4]. It uses a DNN to

estimate the statistics for the beamforming filter,

which can suppress the interference of the noise and

reverberation from a multi-channel signal. Although

the time-domain approaches can achieve remarkable

separation performance, they will cause distortion

on the original signal due to the non-linear process-

ing. Relatively, neural beamforming uses linear pro-

cessing, which almost not imports distortion and is

more beneficial for the back-end ASR.

Recently, neural-based MVDR (Minimum Vari-

ance Distortionless Response) beamforming [5]

showed remarkable result to reconstruct the desired

speech from the mixture signal. However, each chan-

nel is processed separately in [3, 5], which means the

spatial information is not fully exploited for mask

estimation. Moreover, the neural-based MVDR [5]

uses the magnitude spectra of the mixture signal

as the network input, where the phase informa-

tion, which is also necessary for reconstructing high-

quality speech, is ignored.

Complex-valued neural network [6, 7] has achieved
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remarkable performance in speech enhancement

task in recent years. These works show the poten-

tial ability of the complex-valued representation for

modeling acoustic signals. In the complex-valued

neural network, the complex-valued layers extract

features from both the real and imaginary compo-

nents. Therefore, both magnitude and phase of the

signal can be reasonably estimated.

In this paper, we propose a deep complex-valued

network-based MVDR beamforming (DCN Beam-

former) framework. Firstly, the network is designed

with complex-valued layers to fully exploit the phase

information. Secondly, we propose a Triple-Path

mask estimation that takes spatial information into

consideration. Thirdly, we design a complex-valued

convolutional recurrent network (CCRN) to esti-

mate the steering vector from the masked signal.

The network is trained end-to-end with the expecta-

tion that the trained model will be able to reduce es-

timation errors propagated from the front-end mask

estimation and estimate the steering vector from the

estimated speech components with high accuracy.

2 CONVENTIONAL METHOD

2.1 Problem Formulation

In this research, we assume that the N source

signals s(t, f) = [s1(t, f), ..., sN (t, f)]T ∈ CNare

recorded by a microphone array with M micro-

phones. The relationship between observed signal

y(t, f) = [y1(t, f), ..., yM (t, f)]T ∈ CM and source

signals s(t, f) is defined as

y(t, f) = A(f)s(t, f) + n(t, f), (1)

where (t, f) denotes time and frequency indices in

the T-F domain. A(f) = [a1(f), ...,aN (f)]T ∈
CM×N denotes the transfer functions from the

sources to microphones, where ai(f) is also

known as the steering vector. n(t, f) =

[n1(t, f), ..., nM (t, f)]T denotes the additive noise

signal. The objective of the target speech separa-

tion is to find a separation filter w(f) to recover the

desired source signal by

s̃i(t, f) = w(f)Hy(t, f), (2)
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where i denotes the source indices and (·)H denotes

the Hermitian transpose.

2.2 MVDR Beamforming

The objective of MVDR beamforming is to find

a filter that minimizes the power of the noise signal

under the constraint of keeping the desired speech

signal distortionless. It can be formulated as

min wH(f)ϕnn(f)w(f) s.t. wH(f)a(f) = 1, (3)

where ϕnn is the Spatial Covariance Matrix (SCM)

of the noise siganl. (3) can be solved by the La-

grange multiplier method to obtain an optimal filter

w(f), which is expressed as

w(f) =
ϕ−1

nn(f)a(f)

aH(f)ϕ−1
nn(f)a(f)

. (4)

2.3 DNN-Based MVDR Beamforming

MVDR algorithm needs prior knowledge of the

desired speech and noise to calculate the steer-

ing vector and statistics of noise in (4), which

is difficult to obtain directly from the mixed sig-

nal. Therefore, DNN-based MVDR Beamforming

[5] proposed to use the BLSTM network to esti-

mate the masks for the desired speech msi(t, f) =

[msi
1 (t, f), ...,msi

M (t, f)]T and the noise mn(t, f) =

[mn
1 (t, f), ...,m

n
M (t, f)]T signals. Then the SCM of

the desired speech signal ϕss can be calculated by

ŝi(t, f) = msi(t, f) · y(t, f),

ϕss(f) =

T∑
t=1

ŝi(t, f)ŝi(t, f)
H ,

(5)

where · denotes the element-wise multiplication.

The SCM of the noise signal ϕnn can be calculated

in a similar way. The steering vector is then ob-

tained by the eigenvector corresponding to the max-

imum eigenvalue of the desired speech SCM by

ai(f) = EVD(ϕss(f)). (6)

The desired speech signal can be recovered by ap-

plying the filter w(f) to the observed signal by (2).

3 PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Triple-Path Modeling for Complex Ra-

tio Mask Estimation

Inspired by the Dual-Path recurrent neural net-

work (RNN) [8], we propose a Triple-Path mask es-

timation, which considers both spectral, temporal,

and spatial information. Fig. 1 shows the struc-

ture of the mask estimator. For a multi-channel

Fig. 1 Triple-Path Mask Estimation Network

Fig. 2 Complex-valued LSTM Block

input y ∈ CM×T×F , the input will be segmented

along different dimensions and then processed by

the F-LSTM, T-LSTM, and M-LSTM blocks. The

F-LSTM and T-LSTM use the information of all

channels for modeling the relationships between fre-

quency bins and time frames. Therefore, spatial in-

formation is utilized as a cue for estimation. The

M-LSTM takes the single-channel spectra as the in-

put to model the intra-channel relationship.

Each complex-valued LSTM is composed of a bidi-

rectional LSTMreal and a bidirectional LSTMimag,

whose structure is shown in Fig. 2. For a complex-

valued input X = Xreal + jXimag, where j denotes

the imaginary unit, the complex-valued LSTM out-

put Fout can be defined as

Fout = (LSTMreal(Xreal)− LSTMimag(Ximag))

+j(LSTMreal(Ximag) + LSTMimag(Xreal)),

(7)

which can exchange the information and model the

relationship between the real part and the imaginary

part of the input with high efficiency. Specifically,

the magnitude and the phase information are also

correlated with each other during the mask estima-

tion. The estimated multi-channel CRM (Complex

Ratio Mask) m = mreal+jmimag ∈ CM×T×F then

can be expressed in polar coordinates as
mmag =

√
m2

real +m2
imag,

mphase = arctan(
mimag

mreal
) .

(8)

The observed signal can be expressed in polar coor-

dinates in a similar way. Then, the estimated clean

speech ŝi can be calculated as

ŝi = ymag ·msi
mag · eyphase+msiphase . (9)
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3.2 Complex-valued Convolutional Recur-

rent Network For Steering Vector Es-

timation

Fig. 3 Steering Vector Estimation Network

Fig. 4 Complex-valued Encoder/Decoder Block

The conventional MVDR algorithm estimates the

steering vector by using the eigenvector correspond-

ing to the maximum eigenvalue of the speech SCM.

However, this assumption may not lead to the opti-

mal solution and limit the separation performance.

Recently, All Deep Learning MVDR (ADL-MVDR)

[4] propose to use the GRU-Net, which takes the

speech SCM as the input, to predict the steering

vector by neural network. However, ADL-MVDR

[4] only concatenates the real part and the imagi-

nary part of the input speech SCM and processes

it with a real-valued network, which does not fully

explore the potential relationship between the real

part and the imaginary part of the input.

In this paper, we propose to use the CCRN to pre-

dict the steering vector from the speech SCM. The

structure of the CCRN is shown in Fig. 3, which

is similar to the DCCRN [6]. A complex-valued

encoder down-samples the source speech SCM into

high-dimensional features. Then a complex-valued

bidirectional LSTM network models the spatial re-

lationships between frequency bins. The complex-

valued decoder is designed to be symmetrical to

the encoder, which up-samples the features. Skip

connections are used to concatenate the output of

each encoder layer to the input of the correspond-

ing decoder layer. The structure of each block in

the encoder and the decoder is shown in Fig. 4,

which consists of a complex-valued convolutional

layer, a complex-valued batch normalization, and

a complex-valued PReLU. The complex-valued con-

volutional filter is defined as W = Wreal + jWimag.

For a complex-valued input X = Xreal + jXimag,

the complex-valued convolution operation X⊛W is

defined as:

X ⊛W = (Xreal ∗Wreal −Ximag ∗Wimag)

+j(Xreal ∗Wimag +Ximag ∗Wreal),
(10)

where * denotes the real-valued convolution opera-

tion. The output of the CCRN will pass a complex-

valued linear layer to obtain the final steering vector.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Dataset

To verify the speech separation performance of

the proposed method, we evaluated our model on

the spatialized version of the WSJ0-2mix corpus [9].

The dataset consists of 20,000(∼30h), 5,000(∼10h),

and 3,000(∼5h) multi-channel two-speaker mixture

signals for training, validation, and testing, respec-

tively. Each mixture signal is randomly generated

by the image method under realistic constraints.

The room size (length-width-height) ranges from

5m-5m-3m to 10m-10m-4m. The microphones are

placed on or inside a sphere with a radius from 7.5

cm to 12,5 cm. The first two microphones are on the

sphere and the rest of them are inside the sphere.

The distance between two microphones is at least

5 cm. The distance between each speaker and the

microphone array is at least 0.5 m. The distance be-

tween two speakers is at least 1 m. The anechoic ver-

sion dataset is used for the evaluation, which means

there is no reverberation.

4.2 Experiment Setup

The speech signals are sampled by 16 kHz. The

short-time Fourier transform was computed using a

Hanning window with a window length of 512 sam-

ples (32 ms) and a shift of 128 samples (8 ms).

Each complex-valued BLSTM in Mask Estimator

has two 512-size hidden layers. A 320-size complex-

valued linear layer is at the back of each BLSTM.

In the Steering Vector Estimator, both the complex-

valued encoder and decoder have five complex-

valued convolution layers. The output channel of

each block in encoder is {32, 64, 128, 256, 256}.
The complex-valued BLSTM has two 1024-size hid-

den layers.

4.3 Training Objective

The training objective of the end-to-end system is

to maximize the time-domain scale-invariant source-

to-noise ratio (SI-SNR):
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starget =
⟨ŝ, s⟩
∥s∥2

,

enoise = ŝ− starget,

SI-SNR = 10log10
∥starget∥2

∥enoise∥2
,

(11)

where s and ŝ denote the reference and the estima-

tion of the source signal.

To solve the global permutation problem during

the training step, we use the PIT (permutation in-

variant training) [11] strategy. We first determine

all the possible assignments between the reference

and the estimated source signals. Then calculate

the loss for each assignment and choose the best loss

to back-propagate and update the parameters in the

network. An Adam with an initial learning rate of

0.001 was used as the optimizer. The model was

trained for 100 epochs on 4-second long segments.

The learning rate was halved when the loss did not

decrease anymore after 2 epochs of patience.

4.4 Experiment Result

We compared our proposed method with Multi-

Channel Deep Clustering [9], ESPnet-SE [10], and

Oracle IRM/IBM. The Oracle IBM and IRM were

obtained using the magnitude of each spatialized

clean source and applied to the observed mixture

signals. The original spatialized WSJ0-2mix corpus

has 8-channels mixtures and clean source signals.

We only use the first two channels of the mixture

signals for beamforming and use the clean signals

at the first channel as the reference signals for the

metric computation. The signal-to-distortion ratio

(SDR) is used as the evaluation metric.

Table 1 shows the SDR score of the evaluated

speech separation systems. The result shows that

our proposed method improves SDR by about 8 dB

than the oracle IRM. Fig. 5 shows the comparation

between the reference and the estimated signals. It

indicates that the proposed method effectively re-

cover the source signals.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed deep complex-valued

network-based MVDR beamforming for speech sep-

aration and demonstrated its effectiveness. The re-

sult shows that by fully exploiting the spatial infor-

mation and the phase information through Triple-

Path mask estimation and the complex-valued net-

work, the proposed method can achieve higher SDR

score than the existing methods

Table 1 SDR[dB] results on spatialized anechoic

WSJ0-2mix dataset.

Method SDR

IRM/IBM(2ch)[9] 12.7/13.5

Deep Clustering(2ch)[9] 12.9

ESPnet-SE(2ch)[10] 20.5

DCN Beamformer(2ch) 21.3

Fig. 5 Spectrograms of reference signals and esti-

mated signals

In the future, we will try to reduce the computa-

tion cost and deploy the DCN-Beamformer to edge

devices. We will also enable it with improved speech

separation performance in reverberation conditions.
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